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The present invention addresses the problem of providing a heat transport device which has a high heat transmission rate because one flow passage meanders and the interval between two flow passages is kept substantially
constant, and as a result thereof, a reduction in size, a reduction in weight, or a reduction in thickness, etc. can be
achieved. This problem is solved by a heat transport device comprising first flow passages through which a first fluid
flows, and second flow passages through which a second fluid flows, wherein a cross-section A satisfying the following
[Requirement 1] to [Requirement 3] can be achieved.
[Requirement 1] The cross-section A is a cross-section perpendicular to the second flow passages.
[Requirement 2] The holes of the second flow passages are disposed so as to be aligned in the left-right direction and
to form layers in the up-down direction; and when comparing layers with holes adjacent in the up-down direction, the
holes of the second flow passages are not disposed at the same position in the left-right direction.
[Requirement 3] The first flow passages exist between the layers with holes adjacent in the up-down direction, and the
first flow passages meander in the up-down direction so as to avoid the holes of the second flow passages in the layers
with holes that are sandwiched in the up-down direction.
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Description
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0001] The present invention relates to a heat transport
device and a method for manufacturing the same.
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BACKGROUND ART
[0002] Exemplary heat transport devices that function
through heat exchange between two fluids include heat
exchangers, evaporators, condensers, air conditioner
outdoor/indoor units, radiators, reactors, fuel cell-related
parts, and parts for use in inkjet printing.
[0003] For instance, PATENT DOCUMENT 1 describes a heat exchanger shown in FIG. 16. FIG. 16 is a
schematic perspective view of a conventional heat exchanger.
[0004] A heat exchanger 101 shown in FIG. 16 is
formed by diffusion bonding. The heat exchanger is
formed by stacking on top of each other plates each having a first set of fluid passages 102 formed in one main
surface and plates each having a second set of fluid passages 104 formed in one main surface in a direction perpendicular to the first set of fluid passages 102 (the plates
circulating two different kinds of refrigerants to be heatexchanged), and integrally joining the plates together
through application of pressure and heat in a vacuum.
The thus formed heat exchanger 101 is configured to
perform heat exchange between a first refrigerant flowing
through the first sets of fluid passages 102 and a second
refrigerant flowing through the second sets of fluid passages 104 in the vertically stacked respective plates. In
general, the sets of fluid passages 102 and 104 for the
refrigerants flowing within the heat exchanger 101 are
alternately combined in their stacking direction, as shown
in FIG. 16.
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whereas the point β has a lower heat transmission coefficient. The distance between the point α and its corresponding fluid passage 104 has a lower limit value in
order to keep the strength of the heat exchanger.
[0008] Then, the inventors of the present application
assumed that the heat transmission coefficient of the
whole of the heat exchanger can be increased by reducing the distance between the point β in the fluid passage
102 and its corresponding fluid passage 104 while keeping the distance between the point α in the fluid passage
102 and its corresponding fluid passage 104. The inventors of the present application thus assumed that this can
be realized by replacing the first sets of fluid passages
having a linear shape as shown FIG. 17 by meandering
fluid passages as shown in FIG. 1.
[0009] It is, however, extremely difficult to obtain fluid
passages having a complex flow passage structure as
shown in FIG. 1 while keeping the strength of the whole
of the heat exchanger and achieving low costs.
[0010] An object of the present invention is to solve the
problem as described above.
[0011] More specifically, an object of the present invention is to provide a heat transport device in which one
set of flow passages meander and the distance between
two sets of flow passages is smaller and is kept at an
approximately constant value, and the heat transmission
coefficient is therefore increased, thus resulting in downsizing, and reduction in weight and thickness. Another
object of the present invention is to provide a method of
manufacturing the heat transport device as described
above having a high strength at low costs.
MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM
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CITATION LIST

[0012] The inventors of the present invention have
made an intensive study to solve the problem described
above and completed the present invention.
[0013] The present invention provides the following (1)
to (7).
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PATENT DOCUMENTS
[0005]

PATENT DOCUMENT 1: JP 2003-506306 A

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION
[0006] The inventors of the present application have
examined a method of increasing the heat transmission
coefficient between two fluids.
[0007] FIG. 17 schematically shows a part of a crosssection taken along line a-a’ in FIG. 16. As shown in FIG.
17, when a point α and a point β in a fluid passage 102
of the first set which are at the positions nearest to and
farthest from their corresponding flow passage 104 in the
second set, respectively, are compared to each other,
the point α has a higher heat transmission coefficient,
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(1) A heat transport device comprising first sets of
flow passages for flowing a first fluid and second sets
of flow passages for flowing a second fluid,
the heat transport device being capable of obtaining
a cross-section A satisfying [Requirement 1] to [Requirement 3] described below:
[Requirement 1] the cross-section A is a crosssection perpendicular to the second sets of flow
passages;
[Requirement 2] in the cross-section A, when a
direction in which the first fluid flows in a serpentine manner is taken as a horizontal direction,
holes of the second sets of flow passages are
arranged in line in the horizontal direction, and
hole rows are arranged to form layers in a vertical direction, and in addition, when vertically
adjacent hole row layers are compared to each
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other, holes of the second sets of flow passages
are not arranged at identical positions in the horizontal direction; and
[Requirement 3] the first sets of flow passages
are present between the vertically adjacent hole
row layers, respectively, the first sets of flow passages are not connected to the second sets of
flow passages, and the first sets of flow passages vertically meander so as to avoid the holes
of the second sets of flow passages in the hole
row layers sandwiching the first sets of flow passages therebetween in the vertical direction.
(2) A method of manufacturing a heat transport device, the method comprising:
a flat plate working process including removing
at least a part of a main surface of a flat plate P
to form recesses at the main surface, thereby
obtaining a processed flat plate Q including in
its main surface a processed portion which is a
portion having the recesses formed therein;
a first joining process including bringing a main
surface of a flat plate R for upper surface and
the main surface of the processed flat plate Q
into close contact with each other so as to form,
between the flat plate R for upper surface and
the processed flat plate Q, a first set of flow passages for flowing a first fluid that are formed at
the processed portion, and joining together the
main surfaces of the flat plate R for upper surface
and the processed flat plate Q, thereby obtaining
a first flow passage plate;
a plastic working process including subjecting
at least a part of a main surface of the first flow
passage plate to plastic working so as to deform
the first set of flow passages to form recesses
at the main surface, thereby obtaining a second
flow passage plate including in its main surface
a plastically deformed portion which is a portion
having the recesses formed therein; and
a second joining process including stacking thus
formed second flow passage plates on top of
each other and joining together the second flow
passage plates so as to bring main surfaces of
the second flow passage plates into contact with
each other, thus forming, between one second
flow passage plate and another second flow
passage plate, a second set of flow passages
which are not parallel to the first set of flow passages and where a second fluid flows.
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surface, thereby obtaining a processed flat plate
Q including in its main surface a processed portion which is a portion having the recesses
formed therein;
a first joining process including preparing a flat
plate-like spacer X which is processed so as not
to have a portion in contact with the processed
portion even after a main surface of the spacer
is brought into close contact with the main surface of the processed flat plate Q, bringing the
main surfaces of the processed flat plate Q and
the spacer X into contact with each other, sandwiching the spacer X and the processed flat
plate Q between a flat plate R for upper surface
and a flat plate S for lower surface, and then
joining together main surfaces of the flat plate
R for upper surface, the processed flat plate Q,
the spacer X, and the flat plate S for lower surface so that there is no space between the flat
plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for
lower surface in a portion where the processed
portion is not present but only the spacer X is
present between the flat plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for lower surface, and
first sets of flow passages for flowing a first fluid
are formed between the flat plate R for upper
surface and the flat plate S for lower surface in
a portion where the processed portion is present
but the spacer X is not present between the flat
plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for
lower surface, thereby obtaining a first flow passage plate;
a plastic working process including subjecting
at least a part of a main surface of the first flow
passage plate to plastic working so as to deform
the first sets of flow passages to form recesses
at the main surface, thereby obtaining a second
flow passage plate including in its main surface
a plastically deformed portion which is a portion
having the recesses formed therein; and
a second joining process including stacking thus
formed second flow passage plates on top of
each other and joining together the second flow
passage plates so as to bring main surfaces of
the second flow passage plates into contact with
each other, thus forming, between one second
flow passage plate and another second flow
passage plate, a second set of flow passages
which are not parallel to the first sets of flow passages and where a second fluid flows.
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(4) The method of manufacturing a heat transport
device according to (2) or (3) above,
wherein the method comprises, in the second joining
process, operations including:
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(3) A method of manufacturing a heat transport device, the method comprising:
a flat plate working process including subjecting
at least a part of a main surface of a flat plate P
to plastic working to form recesses at the main

preparing a flat plate-like spacer Y processed
so as not to have a portion in contact with the
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plastically deformed portion even after a main
surface of the flat plate-like spacer and the main
surface of its corresponding second flow passage plate are brought into contact with each
other; and
stacking a first plate serving as the second flow
passage plate, a first member serving as the
spacer Y, a second plate serving as the second
flow passage plate, a third plate serving as the
second flow passage plate, a second member
serving as the spacer Y, and a fourth plate serving as the second flow passage plate on top of
each other in this order; and joining their respective main surfaces together.

as described above having a high strength at low costs.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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(5) The method of manufacturing a heat transport
device according to (2) or (3) above,
wherein the method comprises, in the second joining
process, operations including:
20

preparing a flat plate T;
stacking a first plate serving as the second flow
passage plate, a first member serving as the
spacer Y, a first plate serving as the flat plate T,
a second plate serving as the second flow passage plate, a second member serving as the
spacer Y, and a second plate serving as the flat
plate T on top of each other in this order; and
joining their respective main surfaces together.
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(6) The method of manufacturing a heat transport
device according to any one of (2) to (5) above,
wherein, in the first joining process, the main surfaces of at least two selected from the group consisting
of the flat plate R for upper surface, the processed
flat plate Q, the flat plate S for lower surface, and the
spacer X are joined together by diffusion bonding.
(7) The method of manufacturing a heat transport
device according to any one of (2) to (6) above,
wherein, in the second joining process, the main surfaces of at least one selected from the group consisting of the one second flow passage plate and the
another second flow passage plate; the second flow
passage plate and the spacer Y; the second flow
passage plate and the flat plate T; and the spacer Y
and the flat plate T are joined together by diffusion
bonding.
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EFFECT OF THE INVENTION
50

[0014] The present invention can provide a heat transport device in which one set of flow passages meander
and the distance between two sets of flow passages is
smaller and is kept at an approximately constant value,
and the heat transmission coefficient is therefore increased, thus resulting in downsizing, and reduction in
weight and thickness. The present invention can also provide a method of manufacturing the heat transport device
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[0015]
[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a schematic view for illustrating
characteristics of a device of the invention as compared with a conventional heat exchanger.
[FIGS. 2] FIG. 2A illustrates a schematic perspective
view of the device of the invention, and FIG. 2B is a
cross-sectional view taken along line b-b’ in FIG. 2A.
[FIGS. 3] FIG. 3A illustrates a schematic perspective
view of another device of the invention, and FIG. 3B
is a cross-sectional view taken along line c-c’ in FIG.
3A.
[FIGS. 4] FIG. 4A illustrates a schematic perspective
view of still another device of the invention, and FIG.
4B is a cross-sectional view taken along line d-d’ in
FIG. 4A.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of a first set of flow passages assuming that
the first set of flow passages are only seen from
above of the device of the invention.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of a second set of flow passages assuming
that the second set of flow passages are only seen
from above of the device of the invention.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic cross-sectional
view of the device of the invention.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8 illustrates a schematic perspective
view of the device of the invention.
[FIGS. 9] FIGS. 9 are schematic views for illustrating
a flat plate working process in a manufacturing method of the invention.
[FIGS. 10] FIGS. 10 are schematic views for illustrating another flat plate working process in the manufacturing method of the invention.
[FIGS. 11] FIGS. 11 are schematic views for illustrating a first joining process in the manufacturing
method of the invention.
[FIGS. 12] FIGS. 12 are schematic views for illustrating another first joining process in the manufacturing method of the invention.
[FIGS. 13] FIGS. 13 are schematic views for illustrating a plastic working process in the manufacturing method of the invention.
[FIGS. 14] FIGS. 14 are schematic views for illustrating a second joining process in the manufacturing
method of the invention.
[FIGS. 15] FIGS. 15 are schematic views for illustrating another second joining process in the manufacturing method of the invention.
[FIG. 16] FIG. 16 is a schematic perspective view of
a conventional heat exchanger.
[FIG. 17] FIG. 17 is a cross-sectional view taken
along line a-a’ in FIG. 16.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
[0016] The present invention is now described.
[0017] The present invention is directed to a heat transport device including first sets of flow passages for flowing
a first fluid and second sets of flow passages for flowing
a second fluid. The heat transport device is capable of
obtaining a cross-section A satisfying [Requirement 1] to
[Requirement 3] described below.
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[Requirement 1] The cross-section A is a cross-section perpendicular to the second sets of flow passages.
[Requirement 2] In the cross-section A, when a direction in which the first fluid flows in a serpentine
manner is taken as a horizontal direction, holes of
the second sets of flow passages are arranged in
line in the horizontal direction, and hole rows are
arranged to form layers in a vertical direction. In addition, when vertically adjacent hole row layers are
compared to each other, holes of the second sets of
flow passages are not arranged at identical positions
in the horizontal direction.
[Requirement 3] The first sets of flow passages are
present between the vertically adjacent hole row layers, respectively, the first sets of flow passages are
not connected to the second sets of flow passages,
and the first sets of flow passages vertically meander
so as to avoid the holes of the second sets of flow
passages in the hole row layers sandwiching the first
sets of flow passages therebetween in the vertical
direction.
[0018] The heat transport device as described above
is hereinafter referred to also as "device of the invention."
[0019] The present invention is also directed to a method of manufacturing a heat transport device, the method
comprising: a flat plate working process including removing at least a part of a main surface of a flat plate P to
form recesses at the main surface, thereby obtaining a
processed flat plate Q including in its main surface a processed portion which is a portion having the recesses
formed therein; a first joining process including bringing
a main surface of a flat plate R for upper surface and the
main surface of the processed flat plate Q into close contact with each other so as to form, between the flat plate
R for upper surface and the processed flat plate Q, a first
set of flow passages for flowing a first fluid that are formed
at the processed portion, and joining together the main
surfaces of the flat plate R for upper surface and the
processed flat plate Q, thereby obtaining a first flow passage plate; a plastic working process including subjecting
at least a part of a main surface of the first flow passage
plate to plastic working so as to deform the first set of
flow passages to form recesses at the main surface,
thereby obtaining a second flow passage plate including
in its main surface a plastically deformed portion which
is a portion having the recesses formed therein; and a
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second joining process including stacking thus formed
second flow passage plates on top of each other and
joining together the second flow passage plates so as to
bring main surfaces of the second flow passage plates
into contact with each other, thus forming, between one
second flow passage plate and another second flow passage plate, a second set of flow passages which are not
parallel to the first set of flow passages and where a second fluid flows.
[0020] The method of manufacturing the heat transport
device as described above is hereinafter referred to also
as "first manufacturing method of the invention."
[0021] The present invention is further directed to a
method of manufacturing a heat transport device, the
method comprising: a flat plate working process including
subjecting at least a part of a main surface of a flat plate
P to plastic working to form recesses at the main surface,
thereby obtaining a processed flat plate Q including in its
main surface a processed portion which is a portion having the recesses formed therein; a first joining process
including preparing a flat plate-like spacer X which is
processed so as not to have a portion in contact with the
processed portion even after a main surface of the spacer
is brought into close contact with the main surface of the
processed flat plate Q, bringing the main surfaces of the
processed flat plate Q and the spacer X into contact with
each other, sandwiching the spacer X and the processed
flat plate Q between a flat plate R for upper surface and
a flat plate S for lower surface, and then joining together
main surfaces of the flat plate R for upper surface, the
processed flat plate Q, the spacer X, and the flat plate S
for lower surface so that there is no space between the
flat plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for lower
surface in a portion where the processed portion is not
present but only the spacer X is present between the flat
plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for lower
surface, and first sets of flow passages for flowing a first
fluid are formed between the flat plate R for upper surface
and the flat plate S for lower surface in a portion where
the processed portion is present but the spacer X is not
present between the flat plate R for upper surface and
the flat plate S for lower surface, thereby obtaining a first
flow passage plate; a plastic working process including
subjecting at least a part of a main surface of the first
flow passage plate to plastic working so as to deform the
first sets of flow passages to form recesses at the main
surface, thereby obtaining a second flow passage plate
including in its main surface a plastically deformed portion which is a portion having the recesses formed therein; and a second joining process including stacking thus
formed second flow passage plates on top of each other
and joining together the second flow passage plates so
as to bring main surfaces of the second flow passage
plates into contact with each other, thus forming, between
one second flow passage plate and another second flow
passage plate, a second set of flow passages which are
not parallel to the first sets of flow passages and where
a second fluid flows.
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[0022] The method of manufacturing the heat transport
device as described above is hereinafter referred to also
as "second manufacturing method of the invention."
[0023] The term "the manufacturing method of the invention" simply used in the following description refers
to all of "the first manufacturing method of the invention"
and "the second manufacturing method of the invention."
[0024] The device of the invention can be preferably
manufactured by the manufacturing method of the invention.
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<Device of the invention>
[0025] The device of the invention is first described.
[0026] The device of the invention is a heat transport
device including first sets of flow passages for flowing a
first fluid and second sets of flow passages for flowing a
second fluid, and can be preferably used as a heat exchanger included, for example, in refrigerating equipment and air-conditioning equipment. In addition, the device can also be used as a cooling device that may be
used to cool electronic equipment such as computers.
[0027] The first fluid and the second fluid are not particularly limited, and, for example, a conventionally
known refrigerant can be used. Specifically, water (pure
water and the like), alcohols (ethanol and the like), chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and CFC substitutes can be
used.
[0028] There is no particular limitation on the crosssectional shape and the diameter of the first sets of flow
passages and the second sets of flow passages. For example, these sets of flow passages may have a substantially circular cross-sectional shape and a diameter (Heywood diameter) of 0.05 to 5 mm. The diameter is preferably 0.2 to 2 mm.
[0029] The first sets of flow passages and the second
sets of flow passages preferably have a smaller shortest
distance therebetween because the heat transmission
coefficient can be increased. On the other hand, the first
sets of flow passages and the second sets of flow passages preferably have a larger shortest distance therebetween because the strength of the device of the invention can be increased. An optimal value can be selected
for the distance between the first sets of flow passages
and the second sets of flow passages depending on the
performance required for the device of the invention. For
example, the first sets of flow passages and the second
sets of flow passages may have therebetween a shortest
distance of 0.05 to 1 mm, and preferably have therebetween a shortest distance of 0.1 to 0.3 mm.
[0030] Schematic views are used to describe the device of the invention.
[0031] FIG. 2A shows a schematic perspective view of
the device of the invention, and FIG. 2B shows a crosssectional view taken along line b-b’ in FIG. 2A.
[0032] In a device 1 of the invention illustrated in FIGS.
2, as shown in FIG. 2A, first sets of flow passages 2 for
flowing a first fluid are approximately perpendicular to
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second sets of flow passages 4 for flowing a second fluid.
[0033] However, in the device of the invention, the first
sets of flow passages 2 for flowing the first fluid may not
be perpendicular to the second sets of flow passages 4
for flowing the second fluid.
[0034] For instance, the first sets of flow passages 2
may be formed in a direction non-perpendicular to the
second sets of flow passages 4 as in the device of the
invention illustrated in FIGS. 3.
[0035] For instance, the second sets of flow passages
4 may have a zigzag shape as in the device of the invention illustrated in FIGS. 4.
[0036] In FIGS. 2 to FIGS. 4, "2p" denotes an inlet hole
or outlet hole of each flow passage in the first set, or a
hole of each flow passage in the first set emerging at the
cross-section, and "4p" denotes an inlet hole or outlet
hole of each flow passage in the second set.
[0037] The device of the invention is a heat transport
device that is capable of obtaining a cross-section A satisfying [Requirement 1] to [Requirement 3] described below.
[Requirement 1]
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[0038] In the devices of the invention as illustrated in
FIGS. 2 to FIGS. 4, the cross-sections A as illustrated in
FIG. 2B, FIG. 3B, and FIG. 4B can be obtained by cutting
the devices of the invention in a direction perpendicular
to the second sets of flow passages.
[0039] The cross-section A may not be a cross-section
in a direction perpendicular to all the second sets of flow
passages in the device of the invention. Depending on
the configuration of the second sets of flow passages, a
cross-section perpendicular to all the second sets of flow
passages may not be obtained. In such a case, a crosssection in a direction perpendicular to some flow passages of each second set in the device of the invention (to
the largest possible number of flow passages of each
second set in the device of the invention) is taken as the
cross-section A in the device of the invention.
[0040] For instance, in the case of the device 1 of the
invention shown in FIGS. 2, the second sets of flow passages 4 are linearly formed and therefore a cross-section
in a direction perpendicular to the sets of flow passages,
namely a cross-section taken along line b-b’ in FIG. 2A
is the cross-section A and is shown in FIG. 2B.
[0041] Also in the case of, for instance, the device 1 of
the invention shown in FIGS. 3, the second sets of flow
passages 4 are linearly formed and therefore a crosssection in a direction perpendicular to the sets of flow
passages, namely a cross-section taken along line c-c’
in FIG. 3A is the cross-section A and is shown in FIG.
3B. In the case in which the first sets of flow passages 2
are formed in an oblique direction with respect to the
second sets of flow passages 4 as shown in FIG. 3A, the
cross-section A may have a plurality of holes 2p in the
first sets of flow passages as shown in FIG. 3B. For ease
of understanding, positions of the first sets of flow pas-
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sages 2 (lines assuming the first sets of flow passages
2 are seen through the cross-section A) are shown in
dotted lines in FIG. 3B, but in the case of FIG. 3B, only
the holes 2p of the first sets of flow passages 2 should
actually appear on FIG. 3B.
[0042] For instance, in the case of the device 1 of the
invention shown in FIGS. 4, the second sets of flow passages 4 are not linearly formed. It is, however, possible
to obtain a cross-section in a direction perpendicular to
the sets of flow passages. Namely, a cross-section taken
along line d-d’ in FIG. 4A is the cross-section A and is
shown in FIG. 4B. In FIG. 4A, the device of the invention
is cut at points (curved points) of the second sets of flow
passages where the direction is changed but can also
be cut at other points.
[0043] For ease of understanding, the first sets of flow
passages and the second sets of flow passages in FIGS.
2 to FIGS. 4 illustrate flow passages having extremely
simple configurations, respectively. For instance, when
the first set of flow passages are only seen from above
the device of the invention, the device may also have
flow passages as shown in FIG. 5. For instance, when
the second set of flow passages are only seen from above
the device of the invention, the device may also have
flow passages as shown in FIG. 6.
[0044] The first sets of flow passages and the second
sets of flow passages may have other shapes such as a
corrugated pattern (parallel wave pattern) shape, a herringbone pattern (herring-bone pattern) shape, and a
double herringbone pattern shape.
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[Requirement 2]
[0045] FIG. 7 is used to describe Requirement 2. The
cross-section A shown in FIG. 7 is similar to that in FIG.
2B. The holes of the second sets of flow passages are
denoted by "4p" in FIG. 2B but are denoted by "Pmk" (m
and k are integers of 1 or more, respectively) in FIG. 7.
[0046] In the device of the invention, as illustrated in
FIG. 7, when a direction in which the first fluid flows in a
serpentine manner in the cross-section A is taken as a
horizontal direction, holes (Pmk) of the second sets of
flow passages are arranged in line in the horizontal direction, and hole rows are arranged to form layers in a
vertical direction. In FIG. 7, the holes (Pmk) are horizontally arranged in line and three hole layers each forming
a hole row are present in the vertical direction. The hole
layers each forming a hole row are expressed, from below
to above, by first layer, second layer, and third layer, respectively, and holes in the first layer, second layer and
third layer are denoted by P1k, P2k, and P3k, respectively.
That is to say, m denotes the layer number. In each layer,
the holes are expressed, from left to right, by Pm1, Pm2,
Pm3, ... Pmk, respectively. In other words, k is a hole (serial) number in a single layer. The hole P3k in the third
layer should be present just above the hole P1k present
in the first layer. For instance, the hole P33 in the third
layer should be present just above the hole P13 present
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in the first layer. The hole P2k in the second layer should
be present at the upper left of the hole P1k present in the
first layer. For instance, the hole P23 in the second layer
should be present at the upper left of the hole P13 present
in the first layer.
[0047] The cross-section A is obtained by cutting the
device of the invention in the direction perpendicular to
the second sets of flow passages, and accordingly, in
the case where the first sets of flow passages 2 are
formed in the oblique direction with respect to the second
sets of flow passages 4 as in FIG. 3B, from a three-dimensional point of view, the cross-section A is not parallel
to the direction in which the first fluid flows in the serpentine manner. In such a case, as for the direction in which
the first fluid flows in the serpentine manner, in the crosssection A (that is, from a two-dimensional point of view),
the direction on the assumption that the first fluid is projected onto the cross-section A is deemed to be the direction in which the first fluid flows in the serpentine manner, and the direction is taken as the horizontal direction.
[0048] In such a case, the first and second layers, and
the second and third layers form the hole row layers vertically adjacent to each other, respectively, and in the first
and second layers adjacent to each other, the holes of
the second sets of flow passages are not located at the
same positions in the horizontal direction. In other words,
the center of each hole in the second layer is not present
just above the center of each hole in the first layer. Each
hole in the second layer is present between two holes in
the first layer. Also in the second and third layers adjacent
to each other, the holes of the second sets of flow passages are not located at the same positions in the horizontal direction. In other words, the center of each hole
in the third layer is not present just above the center of
each hole in the second layer. Each hole in the third layer
is present between two holes in the second layer.
[Requirement 3]
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[0049] In the device of the invention, as shown in FIG.
2B, FIG. 3B, FIG. 4B, and FIG. 7, the first sets of flow
passages 2 are present between the vertically adjacent
hole row layers, respectively.
[0050] The first sets of flow passages 2 are not connected to the second sets of flow passages 4.
[0051] The first sets of flow passages 2 vertically meander so as to avoid the holes (4p, Pmk) of the second
sets of flow passages in the hole row layers sandwiching
the first sets of flow passages therebetween in the vertical
direction.
[0052] For instance, in FIG. 7, a first set of flow passages 2 are present between a first layer having holes
(Pn, P12, P13, P14) of one second set of flow passages
and a second layer having holes (P21, P22, P23, P24, P25)
of another second set of flow passages, and the first set
of flow passages vertically meander so as to avoid the
holes (P11, P12, P13, P14) of the first layer and the holes
(P21, P22, P23, P24, P25) of the second layer.
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[0053] As shown in FIG. 7, a band portion that forms
a boundary between the first and second layers meanders vertically, and the corresponding first set of flow passages meander along the shape of the band portion.
[0054] Because the first sets of flow passages meander and the distance to their corresponding second sets
of flow passages is kept at an approximately constant
value, the device of the invention as described above
achieves a high heat transmission coefficient, thus resulting in downsizing, and reduction in weight and thickness.
[0055] The device of the invention may have a platelike shape. However, the shape of the device of the invention having a plate-like shape may also be changed
to have, for example, a cylindrical shape as shown in
FIG. 8.
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<Manufacturing method of the invention>
[0056] Next, the manufacturing method of the invention is described.
[0057] The device of the invention as described above
can be preferably manufactured by the manufacturing
method of the invention.
[0058] The manufacturing method of the invention includes a flat plate working process, a first joining process,
a plastic working process, and a second joining process.
[0059] <Flat plate working process>
[0060] The flat plate working process in the manufacturing method of the invention is described with reference
to FIGS. 9 and FIGS. 10.
[0061] In the flat plate working process, a flat plate P
is first prepared (FIG. 9A, FIG. 10A).
[0062] The flat plate P is preferably a metallic flat plate,
and more preferably a flat plate made of stainless steel,
aluminum, iron, steel, copper, titanium, Inconel or Hastelloy.
[0063] The size and the thickness are not particularly
limited and the flat plate preferably has a thickness of
about 0.05 to 5 mm, and more preferably about 0.2 to 2
mm.
[0064] Next, at least a part of a main surface of the flat
plate P is processed to form recesses at the main surface.
[0065] For instance, as shown in FIG. 9B and FIG. 10B,
at least a part of a main surface 10 of the flat plate P is
processed to form recesses 12 at the main surface 10.
[0066] A processed flat plate Q that includes, in the
main surface 10, a processed portion 14 which is a portion having the recesses formed therein is thus obtained.
[0067] In a first manufacturing method of the invention,
at least a part of the main surface of the flat plate P is
removed to form recesses at the main surface.
[0068] Removal processing refers to removing at least
a part of the main surface of the flat plate P and is not
particularly limited as long as the process used is capable
of forming recesses at the main surface. Etching processing or cutting machining is preferably used for removal
processing.
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[0069] The recesses 12 shown in FIG. 9B indicate recesses in the case of removal processing.
[0070] In a second manufacturing method of the invention, at least a part of the main surface of the flat plate P
is subjected to plastic working to form recesses at the
main surface.
[0071] Plastic working refers to plastically deforming
at least a part of the main surface of the flat plate P and
is not particularly limited as long as the process used is
capable of forming recesses at the main surface. Press
working or processing using gear rolls is preferably used
for plastic working. The processing using gear rolls refers
to a process in which a metallic plate or band is inserted
between two gear rolls and processed, and exemplary
methods are illustrated in JP 11-147149 A and JP
2004-025257 A.
[0072] The recesses 12 shown in FIG. 10B indicate
recesses in the case of plastic working.
<First joining process>
[0073] Next, the first joining process in the first manufacturing method of the invention is described with reference to FIGS. 11.
[0074] In the first joining process in the first manufacturing method of the invention, a flat plate R for upper
surface is first prepared (FIG. 11A).
[0075] The material, the size, the thickness and the
like of the flat plate R for upper surface are not particularly
limited and are preferably the same as those in the abovementioned flat plate P.
[0076] Next, main surfaces of the flat plate R for upper
surface and a processed flat plate Q are brought into
close contact with each other (FIG. 11B). The main surface of the processed flat plate Q having recesses at the
processed portion 14 is opposed to the flat plate R for
upper surface.
[0077] Then, the main surfaces of the flat plate R for
upper surface and the processed flat plate Q are joined
together, whereby a first flow passage plate 20 having,
between the flat plate R for upper surface and the processed flat plate Q, a first set of flow passages 2 formed
at the processed portion 14 can be obtained (FIG. 11C).
[0078] Next, the first joining process in the second
manufacturing method of the invention is described with
reference to FIGS. 12.
[0079] In the first joining process in the second manufacturing method of the invention, a flat plate R for upper
surface and a flat plate S for lower surface are first prepared (FIG. 12A).
[0080] The material, the size, the thickness and the
like of the flat plate R for upper surface and the flat plate
S for lower surface are not particularly limited and are
preferably the same as those in the above-mentioned flat
plate P.
[0081] A flat plate-like spacer X which is processed so
as not to have a portion in contact with the processed
portion 14 even after main surfaces of the spacer and a
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processed flat plate Q are brought into close contact with
each other is prepared (FIG. 12A).
[0082] For instance, the spacer X can be obtained by
preparing a plate which is made of the same material as
that of the flat plate R for upper surface and has a slightly
larger size than that of the flat plate R for upper surface,
and punching the prepared plate.
[0083] The processed portion 14 of the processed flat
plate Q is formed by plastic working such as press working, and therefore recesses (recesses 12) are formed at
one main surface of the processed flat plate Q and protrusions γ are formed at the other main surface of the
processed flat plate Q. Then, the thickness of the spacer
X is adjusted depending on the size of the protrusions γ
of the processed flat plate Q. More specifically, the thickness of the processed flat plate Q is preferably adjusted
so that the tops of the protrusions γ come into contact
with a main surface of the flat plate S for lower surface
in the state of FIG. 12B to be described later. The tops
of the protrusions γ and the main surface of the flat plate
S for lower surface are joined together to obtain a heat
transport device having a higher strength, which is preferable.
[0084] Next, the main surface of the processed flat
plate Q is brought into contact with the main surface of
the spacer X. As illustrated in FIG. 12A, the main surface
of the processed flat plate Q on the side of the protrusions
γ at the processed portion 14 is brought into contact with
the main surface of the spacer X.
[0085] Then, the spacer X and the processed flat plate
Q are sandwiched between the flat plate R for upper surface and the flat surface S for lower surface to obtain the
state shown in FIG. 12B. FIG. 12B shows a drawing in
the state obtained by cutting in a direction which is parallel
to the longitudinal direction (horizontal direction in the
drawing) of the flat plate R for upper surface and the flat
plate S for lower surface and is perpendicular to the main
surfaces.
[0086] In this case, the flat plate R for upper surface
and the flat plate S for lower surface preferably have no
space therebetween in the portion where the processed
portion 14 is not present but the spacer X is only present
between the flat plate R for upper surface and the flat
plate S for lower surface (portion indicated by δ in FIG.
12B). Then, when the main surfaces of the flat plate R
for upper surface, the processed flat plate Q, the spacer
X, and the flat plate S for lower surface are joined together, a first flow passage plate 20 can be obtained which
includes first sets of flow passages 2 for flowing a first
fluid between the flat plate R for upper surface and the
flat plate S for lower surface in the portion (portion indicated by ε in FIG. 12B) where the processed portion is
present but the spacer X is not present between the flat
plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for lower
surface (FIG. 12C).
[0087] In the first joining process in the manufacturing
method of the invention as described above, the main
surfaces of at least two selected from the group consist-
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ing of the flat plate R for upper surface, the processed
flat plate Q, the flat plate S for lower surface, and the
spacer X can be joined together by brazing or the like
but are preferably joined together by diffusion bonding.
[0088] In the first joining process in the first manufacturing method of the invention, the main surfaces of the
flat plate R for upper surface and the processed flat surface Q can be joined together by brazing or the like but
are preferably joined together by diffusion bonding.
[0089] In the first joining process in the second manufacturing method of the invention, the main surfaces of
at least two selected from the group consisting of the flat
plate R for upper surface, the processed flat plate Q, the
flat plate S for lower surface, and the spacer X can be
joined together by brazing or the like but are preferably
joined together by diffusion bonding. The main surfaces
of the flat plate R for upper surface, the processed flat
plate Q, the flat plate S for lower surface, and the spacer
X are more preferably joined together by diffusion bonding.
[0090] The obtained heat transport device has thus a
higher strength.
<Plastic working process>
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[0091] Next, the plastic working process in the manufacturing method of the invention is described with reference to FIGS. 13.
[0092] In the plastic working process, a first flow passage plate is prepared. Although the first flow passage
plate 20 shown in FIG. 12C is illustrated, the first flow
passage plate 20 shown in FIG. 11C may be used.
[0093] Next, at least a part of a main surface of the first
flow passage plate is subjected to plastic working to deform the first sets of flow passages, thus forming recesses 32 at the main surface (FIG. 13B). The portion where
the recesses 32 are formed is hereinafter referred to as
plastically deformed portion 34.
[0094] A second flow passage plate 30 including the
plastically deformed portion 34 in the main surface can
be thus obtained.
<Second joining process>
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[0095] Next, the second joining process in the manufacturing method of the invention is described.
[0096] In the second joining process, a plurality of second flow passage plates 30 are stacked on top of each
other and joined together to bring main surfaces of the
plurality of second flow passage plates into contact with
each other, thus forming, between one second flow passage plate 30 and another second flow passage plate
30, a second set of flow passages 4 which are not parallel
to the first set of flow passages 2 and where a second
fluid flows.
[0097] FIGS. 14 show a preferred embodiment of the
second joining process. The second joining process in
the manufacturing method of the invention is not limited
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to the preferred embodiment to be described with reference to FIGS. 14.
[0098] In this embodiment, flat plate-like spacers Y
each of which is processed so as not to have a portion
in contact with the plastically deformed portion 34 even
after main surfaces of the flat plate-like spacer and its
corresponding second flow passage plate 30 are brought
into close contact with each other are first prepared.
[0099] For instance, each spacer Y can be obtained
by preparing a plate which is made of the same material
as that of the flat plate R for upper surface and has a
slightly larger size than that of the flat plate R for upper
surface, and punching the prepared plate.
[0100] The plastically deformed portion 34 of each second flow passage plate 30 is formed by plastic working,
and therefore recesses (recesses ζ) are formed at one
main surface of the second flow passage plate 30 and
protrusions η are formed at the other main surface of the
second flow passage plate 30. The thickness of each
spacer Y is adjusted depending on the size of the protrusions η of its corresponding second flow passage
plates 30. More specifically, in the state of FIG. 14B to
be described later, the thickness of each spacer Y is preferably adjusted so that the tops of the protrusions η come
into contact with the tops of the protrusions η in another
second flow passage plate. The protrusions are joined
together to obtain a heat transport device having a higher
strength, which is preferable.
[0101] Next, a plurality of plates serving as the second
flow passage plates 30 are stacked on top of each other.
More specifically, as shown in FIG. 14A and FIG. 14B, a
first plate 30-1 serving as the second flow passage plate,
a first spacer Y-1, a second plate 30-2 serving as the
second flow passage plate, a third plate 30-3 serving as
the second flow passage plate, a second spacer Y-2, and
a fourth plate 30-4 serving as the second flow passage
plate are stacked on top of each other in this order.
[0102] The first plate 30-1 serving as the second flow
passage plate and the second plate 30-2 serving as the
second flow passage plate are preferably stacked on top
of each other so that the protrusions η in the respective
plastically deformed portions 34 come into contact with
each other, the first spacer Y being sandwiched therebetween. The third plate 30-3 serving as the second flow
passage plate and the fourth plate 30-4 serving as the
second flow passage plate are preferably stacked on top
of each other so that the protrusions η in the respective
plastically deformed portions 34 come into contact with
each other, the second spacer Y being sandwiched therebetween. In this case, a heat transport device having a
higher strength is obtained, which is preferable.
[0103] Then, their respective main surfaces are joined
together so that they come into contact with each other.
It is preferable to simultaneously join the protrusions η
of the two second flow passage plates.
[0104] The device 40 of the invention as shown in FIG.
14C can be thus obtained. In FIG. 14C, a right side surface is a cross-section.
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[0105] Next, another preferred embodiment of the second joining process is described with reference to FIGS.
15. The second joining process in the manufacturing
method of the invention is not limited to the preferred
embodiment to be described with reference to FIGS. 15.
[0106] In this embodiment, flat plates T are prepared
in addition to the spacers Y described above.
[0107] The flat plates T are not particularly limited and,
for example, plates of the same type as the flat plate P
described above may be used.
[0108] Next, a plurality of plates serving as the second
flow passage plates 30 are stacked on top of each other.
More specifically, as shown in FIG. 15A and FIG. 15B, a
first plate 30’-1 serving as the second flow passage plate,
a first spacer Y-1, a first flat plate T-1, a second plate 30’2 serving as the second flow passage plate, a second
spacer Y-2, and a second flat plate T-2 are stacked on
top of each other in this order.
[0109] The first plate 30’-1 serving as the second flow
passage plate and the first flat plat T-1 are preferably
stacked on top of each other so that the protrusions η in
the plastically deformed portion 34 come into contact with
a main surface of the flat plate T-1, the first spacer Y
being sandwiched therebetween. The second plate 30-2
serving as the second flow passage plate and the second
flat plat T-2 are preferably stacked on top of each other
so that the protrusions η in the plastically deformed portion 34 come into contact with a main surface of the flat
plate T-2, the second spacer Y being sandwiched therebetween. In this case, a heat transport device having a
higher strength is obtained, which is preferable.
[0110] Then, their respective main surfaces are joined
together so that they come into contact with each other.
[0111] The device 40 of the invention as shown in FIG.
15C can be thus obtained. In FIG. 15C, a right side surface is a cross-section.
[0112] In the second joining process, main surfaces of
at least one selected from the group consisting of one
second flow passage plate and another second flow passage plate; a second flow passage plate and a spacer
Y; a second flow passage plate and a flat plate T; and a
spacer Y and a flat plate T are preferably joined together
by diffusion bonding.
[0113] In this case, the obtained heat transport device
has thus a higher strength.
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the processed flat plate Q, a first set of flow passages for flowing a first fluid that are formed at
the processed portion, and joining together the
main surfaces of the flat plate R for upper surface
and the processed flat plate Q, thereby obtaining
a first flow passage plate;
a plastic working process including subjecting
at least a part of a main surface of the first flow
passage plate to plastic working so as to deform
the first set of flow passages to form recesses
at the main surface, thereby obtaining a second
flow passage plate including in its main surface
a plastically deformed portion which is a portion
having the recesses formed therein; and
a second joining process including stacking thus
formed second flow passage plates on top of
each other and joining together the second flow
passage plates so as to bring main surfaces of
the second flow passage plates into contact with
each other, thus forming, between one second
flow passage plate and another second flow
passage plate, a second set of flow passages
which are not parallel to the first set of flow passages and where a second fluid flows.
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Claims
1.

A heat transport device comprising first sets of flow
passages for flowing a first fluid and second sets of
flow passages for flowing a second fluid,
the heat transport device being capable of obtaining
a cross-section A satisfying [Requirement 1] to [Requirement 3] described below:
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[Requirement 1] the cross-section A is a crosssection perpendicular to the second sets of flow
passages;
[Requirement 2] in the cross-section A, when a
direction in which the first fluid flows in a serpentine manner is taken as a horizontal direction,
holes of the second sets of flow passages are
arranged in line in the horizontal direction, and
hole rows are arranged to form layers in a vertical direction, and in addition, when vertically
adjacent hole row layers are compared to each
other, holes of the second sets of flow passages
are not arranged at identical positions in the horizontal direction; and
[Requirement 3] the first sets of flow passages
are present between the vertically adjacent hole
row layers, respectively, the first sets of flow passages are not connected to the second sets of
flow passages, and the first sets of flow passages vertically meander so as to avoid the holes
of the second sets of flow passages in the hole
row layers sandwiching the first sets of flow passages therebetween in the vertical direction.
2.

A method of manufacturing a heat transport device,
the method comprising:
a flat plate working process including removing
at least a part of a main surface of a flat plate P
to form recesses at the main surface, thereby
obtaining a processed flat plate Q including in
its main surface a processed portion which is a
portion having the recesses formed therein;
a first joining process including bringing a main
surface of a flat plate R for upper surface and
the main surface of the processed flat plate Q
into close contact with each other so as to form,
between the flat plate R for upper surface and
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A method of manufacturing a heat transport device,
the method comprising:
a flat plate working process including subjecting
at least a part of a main surface of a flat plate P
to plastic working to form recesses at the main
surface, thereby obtaining a processed flat plate
Q including in its main surface a processed portion which is a portion having the recesses
formed therein;
a first joining process including preparing a flat
plate-like spacer X which is processed so as not
to have a portion in contact with the processed
portion even after a main surface of the spacer
is brought into close contact with the main surface of the processed flat plate Q, bringing the
main surfaces of the processed flat plate Q and
the spacer X into contact with each other, sandwiching the spacer X and the processed flat
plate Q between a flat plate R for upper surface
and a flat plate S for lower surface, and then
joining together main surfaces of the flat plate
R for upper surface, the processed flat plate Q,
the spacer X, and the flat plate S for lower surface so that there is no space between the flat
plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for
lower surface in a portion where the processed
portion is not present but only the spacer X is
present between the flat plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for lower surface, and
first sets of flow passages for flowing a first fluid
are formed between the flat plate R for upper
surface and the flat plate S for lower surface in
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a portion where the processed portion is present
but the spacer X is not present between the flat
plate R for upper surface and the flat plate S for
lower surface, thereby obtaining a first flow passage plate;
a plastic working process including subjecting
at least a part of a main surface of the first flow
passage plate to plastic working so as to deform
the first sets of flow passages to form recesses
at the main surface, thereby obtaining a second
flow passage plate including in its main surface
a plastically deformed portion which is a portion
having the recesses formed therein; and
a second joining process including stacking thus
formed second flow passage plates on top of
each other and joining together the second flow
passage plates so as to bring main surfaces of
the second flow passage plates into contact with
each other, thus forming, between one second
flow passage plate and another second flow
passage plate, a second set of flow passages
which are not parallel to the first sets of flow passages and where a second fluid flows.
4.

5.

plate T on top of each other in this order; and
joining their respective main surfaces together.
The method of manufacturing a heat transport device
according to any one of claims 2 to 5,
wherein, in the first joining process, the main surfaces of at least two selected from the group consisting
of the flat plate R for upper surface, the processed
flat plate Q, the flat plate S for lower surface, and the
spacer X are joined together by diffusion bonding.

7.

The method of manufacturing a heat transport device
according to any one of claims 2 to 6,
wherein, in the second joining process, the main surfaces of at least one selected from the group consisting of the one second flow passage plate and the
another second flow passage plate; the second flow
passage plate and the spacer Y; the second flow
passage plate and the flat plate T; and the spacer Y
and the flat plate T are joined together by diffusion
bonding.
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preparing a flat plate-like spacer Y processed
so as not to have a portion in contact with the
plastically deformed portion even after a main
surface of the flat plate-like spacer and the main
surface of its corresponding second flow passage plate are brought into contact with each
other; and
stacking a first plate serving as the second flow
passage plate, a first member serving as the
spacer Y, a second plate serving as the second
flow passage plate, a third plate serving as the
second flow passage plate, a second member
serving as the spacer Y, and a fourth plate serving as the second flow passage plate on top of
each other in this order; and joining their respective main surfaces together.

30

preparing a flat plate T;
stacking a first plate serving as the second flow
passage plate, a first member serving as the
spacer Y, a first plate serving as the flat plate T,
a second plate serving as the second flow passage plate, a second member serving as the
spacer Y, and a second plate serving as the flat

6.
5

The method of manufacturing a heat transport device
according to claim 2 or 3,
wherein the method comprises, in the second joining
process, operations including:

The method of manufacturing a heat transport device
according to claim 2 or 3,
wherein the method comprises, in the second joining
process, operations including:
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